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Photo opportunity of the Month
Swarm Rescue
Not sure whether the police officer was still
inside the vehicle and did require rescuing, but
this photo illustrates the many unusual
situations that swarm collectors can experience
universally. You can be sure the officer was
really grateful for the service and experience
of the swarm collector, as also described in last
months edition of
. No doubt we will have
more experiences to share this season.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

May, Mon 1st

Lower Kingswood Village Fete (13:50 - 16:30)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA & Honey Sales.

Lower Kingswood
Vince Gallo

May, Wed 3rd

Summer Season Meeting (18:00 for 18:30 - 21:00)
Beginners, Basic & Improvers + First Aid Lecture

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Sat 6th

Meon Valley BKA - Auction (from 11:30)
Another opportunity to buy 2nd hand equipment.

Gretham Vlg, nr Liss
Margaret Pallant

Summer Season Meeting (18:00 for 18:30 - 21:00)
Beginners, Basic & Improvers.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Cow Pie Show (11:00 - 17:00)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA & Honey Sales.

Blindley Heath
Mike Hill

May, Wed’s
10th,17th,24th,31st

May, Mon 14th

Deliver County Show Entries (18:00 - 21:00)
May, Wed 24th Have your Honey Show entries taken (& returned) for you!

Henfold Apiary
Richard Bradfield

May, Mon 29th

Stoke Park, Guildford
Surrey County Show (10:00 - 17:00)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, Honey Show & Honey Sales.
Michael Main

June, Wed 7th

Summer Season Meeting (18:00 for 18:30 - 21:00)
Beginners, Basic & Improvers + Varroa Treatment Talk

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

June, Wed 7th

Deliver SoE Show Entries (18:00 - 21:00)
Have your Honey Show entries taken (& returned) for you!

Henfold Apiary
Richard Bradfield

June, 8th -10th

South of England Show (9:00 - 17:00 each day)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, Honey Show & Honey Sales.

Ardingly Show Ground
Richard Bradfield

June, Sun 11th

SWT Bay Pond Open Day (11:00 - 17:00)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA & Honey Sales.

Godstone, RH9 8LT
Mike Hill/Vince Gallo

Summer Season Meeting (18:00 for 18:30 - 21:00)
Beginners, Basic & Improvers.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

June, Wed’s
14th,

21st,

28th

More dates?

Comments about and contributions for publication in

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Understanding, Appreciating and Participating
The two hottest topics amongst beekeepers for the next few weeks will be Swarming and dealing
with new Queens … or rather … two notable aspects of one topic; natural colony propagation.
With your attention during hive inspections being very much focused on seeing what the queen
is doing, and upon the status of any queen cells; you could also be listening for cues. This
month’s article about piping explains the sounds to listen out for.
Then, whether by design or consequence you are likely to be needing to eventually mark new
queens at some point. So following last months tips on finding her; we have included some tips
on marking. Remember not to rush into marking a newly hatched queen. A freshly and brightly
marked princess setting out on her mating flight becomes easier pickings for a bird’s afternoon
snack. Also a good idea to wait until a newly mated queen is settled in the hive and laying well.
We have also provided a reminder to please help our Swarm Collectors by keeping them well
supplied with YOUR boxes into which they can capture swarms … and in doing so provide you
with cost effective sources of new colonies. And since the Swarm Team and all beekeepers
generally have to frequently fend off false alarm calls about wasps … why not learn to at least
understand them better. Even if you are not able, as the article’s title suggests, to love them.
And when it all seems to be too overwhelming, an article by Celia Davis seeks to provide four
basic rules to get your through a variety of beekeeping situations.
Finally, do have a go at entering into the competition classes at both the Surrey County and
South of England shows. If only to practice for the BIG ones … our own Annual Honey Show
and that (other) National Honey Show, both in October. Read the Noticeboard section to see
just how easy it is to enter next months shows.
Richard & Graham
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
, so click on Members Website for lots more
edition of
information and, all the latest news and activity updates.
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Members News
Off to a Great Start
For the second Weekly Session, non-members
who had attended RBKA's Beginners Course
joined members. Andrew Cornwall did a
So, the season has started and with a lot of splendid job of introducing them all to the world
of practical beekeeping and allocating them to
energy and enthusiasm.
colonies. Again after refreshments, Geoff Blay
Pete Moore had spent time cutting the grass,
gave a mini lecture.
which helped the copse look really good in the
evening sunshine of our first Weekly Training By all accounts everyone was of the opinion
that both evenings were very enjoyable indeed.
Session of the year.
Simon and Karen Ford, ably assisted by
several members spent a morning knocking up
frames
and
generally
preparing
hive
equipment.

Congratulations are due to everyone who
contributed with their commitment and hard
work. As a point of interest, the average
attendance for the 2 Sessions is 62 !

Mike Hill spent many happy hours
experimenting
with
connecting
RBKA's
computer, donated by Phil Elwell, to a
television, donated by my wife Linda and to the
projector; in order to display the allocations of
members to colonies.

Last month I mentioned that more members
are needed for the RBKA Swarm Collection
Team. Already there are reports of swarms
being lost and caught. Members looking to
acquire a swarm should deliver a hive to
Henfold Copse and enter their name on the
appropriate list displayed in the Pavilion.

Meanwhile, Sue Hickson and Coral Lloyd
ensured that the kitchen was ready for
It seems that swarm prevention action should
preparing refreshments.
be taken sooner rather than later !
The first Weekly Session started by Mike
Don't forget the Quartermaster Store that is
helping members to find which colony and
open from 7:00 pm until 8:00 pm each
mentors they would be working with
Wednesday evening and offers to provide
throughout the Summer. The chart displayed
beekeeping equipment with a modest discount
in the Pavilion proved to be very helpful and
but with easy collection from Henfold Copse.
allowed members to quickly get into action.
A new and hopefully regular addition to each Lastly, I hope that the weather remains
evening's agenda will be mini lectures covering relatively dry so that parking in the copse
topics encountered during the training. So, becomes practical very soon.
after usual refreshments, Geoff Blay and
Vince Gallo explained how the Education Team
envisaged the way in which most weekly
sessions would be run.

RBKA’s Annual Honey Show

Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773
07879 552582
andrewb38@btinternet.com
by Richard Bradfield (Show Manager)

It may be still five months away, but those Do look out for Show Classes that you could be
months are going to pass pretty quickly. There usefully preparing to enter immediately or
are also a number of show preparation activities during the next five months.
that need to be commenced sooner than later.
This years show ‘theme’ is Beeswax. Would you
So I offer a few prompts, reminders, requests have any interesting uses for beeswax or wax
and appeals now for RBKA’s Annual Honey recovery,
processing
and
preparation
Show in October.
equipment that could be displayed at the show?
Our 2017 Honey Show schedule will soon be I will also be looking for members to help
published by Show Secretary Celia Perry and manage the regular stalls and displays we
will be available within the next few weeks.
present on the day (Saturday 7th Oct).
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Notice Board

(click the

to also find it and more on our website)

Stoke Park, Guildford
Bank Holiday Monday
29th May 2017
Organised in conjunction
with the
Surrey Beekeepers’
Association
Entries are needed for the show bench and each
division is encouraged to have their members submit
as many entries as possible for the show.
Despite the show being on our doorstep, Reigate
Division has not been a major contributor in past
years, … let us see if we can change that THIS year.
If you are not able to get to the show or drop off
your entries yourself, arrangements are in place for

Thurs 8th, Fri 9th & Sat 10th June

entries to be taken to the show by Richard Bradfield.

Topping the list above of activities is the

To enter, read the Show Schedule and complete and submit
the Entry Form with any fees payable by 8th May 2017

COMPETITION SHOW.
Entering the competition could not be
simpler ...
● Read the Show Schedule
● Complete & post the Honey Entry Form
with any fees payable by the 3rd June.
● 5 or more entries entitle you to FREE
entry to the entire Show ground.
● Prepare your entries.
● Honey to also SELL at the show? Enter
details on the Honey Entry Form.
● Bring all your entries to Henfold Copse
on the 7th June for Richard Bradfield at
beesandhoneyinfo@gmail.com to take
to the show.

To obtain the Show Schedule from County Show
website page:
http://surreycountyshow.co.uk/surrey-countyshow/competitor-zone.htm
Click on the above link, scroll to the bottom of the page,
clicking on the ”Download Schedule” and “Download Entry
Form” buttons, select “Honey & Bee” options.

Stoke Park, Guildford
OR
Bank
Holiday
Download the Schedule
directly
fromMonday
here
29th
May 2017
(includes an entry
form)
Organised in conjunction
with the
Bring your prepared entries to Henfold
Copse during
Surrey
the Wednesday evening meeting
onBeekeepers’
the 25th May for
Association
the attention of Richard Bradfield
who will deliver
them to the Entries Secretary by 9am on Show Day.

Able to help during the show and gain FREE
entry to the entire Show ground?
● Contact the Chief Steward, Bob Barnes
at chief.steward@deodar.org.uk for
details and to offer your services.

Summer

Party

Saturday 15th July
For all members to celebrate the summer
of beekeeping with families and friends in
the peaceful ambiance of Henfold Copse.
● BBQ’s will be being set-up and started
to get the charcoals going from 5pm.
● Members (with families and friends
invited too) should arrive by 5:45 pm.
● Cooking on the BBQ’s of the cookables
that you bring commences by 6pm.
● The rest will just flow … like the
refreshments you bring with you.
See the website post for full information
and booking details.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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About those Other Bees

an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins

Wasps - Understanding and Loving Them
Wasps may be slightly more removed than a To enable us to fully understand these
cousin of our honey bees, but they are certainly fascinating and very clever insects that are so
closely related to our bees, lets outline the
part of the family, and are an ancestor.
general life cycle of all our wasps.
Bees, together with ants, are the biological
descendants of wasps. Bees descended from ● A wasp nest starts each season with one
the wasp family Crabronidae. Bees are thought
queen who has hibernated over the Winter
to have separated themselves from wasps
(underneath beehive roofs is common and
about 100 million years ago, when they
they often find snug places in and around our
gradually shifted from their insect diet to
own homes.)
collecting pollen from plants.
● These queens are intent on finding nesting
Wasps are unlike honey bees:-

places and they are not interested in bees or
beehives.

● The only wasps that survive through the
● There is very little evidence that a queen
Winter are young fertilised queens.
wasp or the English Hornet will go into a
● Wasps feed their young meat.
beehive or will ‘pick off’ bees returning to a
hive. So this aggressive behaviour is a myth.
Understandably there is a lot of concern about
the arrival on our shores of the dreaded Asian ● Once the queen has built a small nest, they
Hornet. And we should not seek to minimise
lay eggs and begin to rear workers, taking
the seriousness of this pest and the
care of them entirely on their own.
consequences for beekeeping, but we should
make a plea for the English Hornet which is ● When the workers start hatching, the queen
restricts herself to egg laying and the
one of our native wasps.
workers do everything else.
Wasps generally get a bad press. People see
● During the greater part of the year the wasp
them as at best, a nuisance and at worst,
nest builds and the workers are busy
nasty aggressive creatures that are intent on
capturing live prey such as caterpillars,
stinging everything within range. To put this
aphids etc, which they chew into a kind of
into perspective, they can be a nuisance
gruel to feed to the carnivorous wasp larvae.
towards the end of the Summer, but they are
● At this stage, the nest is composed of only
not usually aggressive, only persistent.
the queen and many workers. The workers
It is necessary to understand these creatures
will often visit flowers for nectar and can act
to fully appreciate them. We have seven
as pollinators. Some plants such as Common
species of true social wasp in this country, one
Figwort are specifically pollinated by wasps
which is a cuckoo on another species and
and attractive to them, and we are all used
therefore, not a social wasp but a social
to seeing them on Ivy late in the season.
parasite, and then there is the English Hornet,
which is really just a big wasp. There are also ● The wasp larvae, in exchange for their ‘meat’
exude a drop of a sweet saliva, which the
digger, mason and potter wasps.
worker wasps eat and which gives them their
sugar ‘fix’.
● Later in the year, the nest may produce fully
functioning males and females (queens)
which leave the nest to mate.

English Hornet - a gentle giant

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

● After this, from August onwards, the queen
ceases to lay, there are no more larvae to
feed, no more ‘sugar’ for the adults, the nest
has reached its maximum size and the
workers go in search of sweet things such as
honey stores in beehives, ripe fruit, food at
picnics etc.
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Photographs - English Hornet Celia Davis

● Wasps can then become a problem to honey
bees, especially for a weak colony, but they
will be stealing honey, not killing bees.
(There may be battles, which end up with
dead bees and wasps.) This is the only time
of year when wasps are a nuisance to bee
colonies and they can at this stage, kill a
colony by taking all its stores.

This last photograph shows another type of
wasp nest which is not an uncommon sight in
many gardens.

off with their mandibles and mix with saliva to
form a type of papier-maché. The cells are
perfect hexagons and hang upside down inside
an envelope, which continually has to be
remade as the nest enlarges.

Unlike the worker honey bee wasps can sting
multiple times, and because they are
persistent and attracted by sweet foods which
we often have as part of our meals outside,
they have developed a bad reputation.

They choose secure places to build these
nests, often in the lofts of our homes, and if
left alone they will cause no concern.

Wasp colonies tend to contain less than 10,000
● The young wasp queens meanwhile have insects, whereas a bee colony can be 75,000.
mated and gone into hibernation ready for The public perception of wasps as aggressive,
next season. The rest of the nest dies and is because they are hunters seeking live prey
wasps will not use that nest again.
and consequently they are very active and
They construct the most beautiful nests most inquisitive, inspecting everything in their
typically made from wood, which they scrape environment to test whether it is food.

They also dislike sudden movements, so
waving your arms around and batting them
away may very well provoke a stinging
reaction. Stand still and let them inspect you,
and they will invariably decide that you are not
suitable as food for larvae and leave you alone.
Always avoid vibrating a wasp nest as this is
tantamount to launching an attack and they
will retaliate.
The real value of wasps is the amount of pest
Other wasps build nests underground, such as
control that they undertake. They can be seen
the sand wasp (photograph below).
removing large white larvae from cabbages,
eating caterpillars, and they are responsible
for the deaths and control of many pest species.
Without them our gardens and our farms
would be overrun with insects like aphids that
sap plants of their strength.
So learn a little bit about them, watch them,
and learn to appreciate them, even if you
cannot manage to love them. As with most
creatures, the more you know about them, the
more you will realise what truly wonderful lives
they lead.
based on an article courtesy of Celia Davis,
Warwickshire BKA

The ‘cousins’ - more information about whom
will feature in future editions of
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photographs - Nest in Roof Space bbc.co.uk / Sand Wasp’s Nest Laurence Livermore
/ Wasp Nest in Lawn waspaway.co.uk

Questions & Answers
How Do I Mark and Clip the Queen ?
After finding your queen as described in last Once captured within the tube you can gently
months edition of
you may wish to mark use the plunger to hold her against the mesh
whilst you mark her.
her so that she is easier to identify.
There are various ways of doing this. Many
beekeepers use the familiar ‘crown of thorns’
which presses into the comb, trapping the
queen. Take care with this as the prongs of the
cage are very sharp and a queen with a hole
through her is not very useful. Also, avoid
pressing down too hard. Many of the workers
will leave through the wire mesh. Once you
have her isolated and in the cage, you can
carefully press it so that it holds her in place,
then put a spot of paint on her thorax.

Alternatively, the queen can be picked from
the comb, by approaching her from behind.
Pick her up by her wings, whatever you do, do
not gab her abdomen as that contains those
precious ovaries that are so vital to the colony.
Once you have her wings firmly between finger
and thumb of the right hand (assuming you are
right-handed) offer her the ball of the thumb
on your left hand. As she grasps this, use the
first two fingers of that hand to secure her legs
and thorax and place a spot of paint on her
thorax as before.
A very good explanation of how to do this is on
the Dave Cushman web site, click this link
http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/clipmark.html

When you have her securely and comfortably
held, the queen can also be clipped if you wish.

With modern queen-marking paints this is very
easy, but do press the tip of the pen down on
a glove, the hive, or somewhere similar to test
it so that you do not cover the queen with
runny paint.
Other paints can also be used. Humbrol works
although it takes longer to dry and is more
fiddly, and do make sure that it is non-toxic.
Use a matchstick or a stiff piece of grass stalk
as a ‘brush’. Do not use nail varnish as some
of them contain chemicals similar to the alarm
pheromone. Allow the paint to dry for a few
seconds before releasing the queen.
Other useful devices are also available to help
you capture the queen, such as this queen
marking tool which some beekeepers prefer.

Remove approximately half of the wings, on
one side only, with a pair of sharp scissors. Be
very careful not to cut off a leg as she may try
to use her rear legs to push the scissors away.
Many people think this is a method of swarm
control – it is not – but it does allow slightly
longer between your inspections and will
prevent a prime swarm leaving with the old
queen. However, they may wait a few more
days and leave with a young queen if left to
their own devices.
What about colour ? You can use the
appropriate colour for the year, or just use
white or yellow as these stand out best. Your
records should tell you how old she is.

Year
Ending

Colour

1 or 6

White

Will

2016

2 or 7

Yellow

You

2017

3 or 8
4 or 9

Red
Green

Raise
Good

2018
2019

5 or 10

Blue

Bees

2020

Mnemonic Example

inspired by an article courtesy of Celia
Davis, Warwickshire BKA
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photographs - Crown of Thorns kelleybess.com / Captured Queen
dobbyspumkinpatch.blogspot.com / Queen Marking Tool honeybeesuite.com

What is Piping, Tooting and Quarking ?
They are all names for the noise/s that a queen Often, however, the worker bees do not allow
her to dispose of all her potential rivals in this
makes within the hive.
way; they bar her from some of the cells. She
Honey bee queens make specific sounds during
then begins to toot and continues to do so day
certain periods of their development. These
and night, perhaps for a week or more. Her
sounds have been described in various ways.
tooting rises in intensity and sometimes can be
Including bleating, mewing, croaking, and
heard more than ten feet from the hive.
honking. Some consensus has been reached on
what they mean, but not always on what they Meanwhile the maturing queen bees still in cells
try to get out in their turn. The worker bees
are called.
hold them back, however; as fast as one of
All the terms describe forms of queen piping
them opens the cap of her cell the workers push
and generally the piping of a queen inside a
it back in place and glue it shut. The imprisoned
queen cell is called quacking and the piping of
queens also start to pipe, but in a different
a queen outside the queen cell is called tooting.
pattern and at a lower tone than the free
These piping sounds are signals made by a
queen. This is called quacking.
virgin queen while she is still in her cell, and
she makes a piping sound once she is freely The workers let out some of these quackers,
but only one at a time. The reigning queen and
roaming about the colony for other reasons.
the newly released rival then battle until one is
When she is roaming around the colony it is
killed. Sometimes the series of fights between
believed that piping is a form of battle cry
the survivor and the new rivals goes on until
announcing to competing queens and the
only one queen is left. This survivor, still a
workers their willingness to fight. It may also
virgin, then flies away from the hive to mate
be a signal to the worker bees stating which
successively with several drones (on the wing)
queen is the most worthwhile to support.
and returns to begin laying eggs.
A hive usually cannot tolerate more than one
Mated queens, too, sometimes pipe when they
queen at a time. In a hive that lacks a queen
are released into a colony. This also may signal
several
queen-bearing
cells
develop
that she is ready to head the colony and all
simultaneously in a comb, but one matures
would be wise to agree.
earlier than the others. Once this queen has
emerged, hardened and become steady on her To hear an example of piping click these links.
legs, she proceeds to visit other queen cells, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xK8fEPsAc6U
tear them open and sting to death their https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYecvVhkpKI
potential but not yet mature queens.
article extracts courtesy of beesource.com

Swarm Stories
The Trickle will become a Flood

by Richard Bradfield

April has already seen a steady trickle of
reported and captured swarms, as well as
evidence within our own hives of at least
colonies preparations to swarm or worse … of
already departed swarms.

were put on hold by the chilly winds are rapidly
restarted.
Of course, it won’t be your colonies that swarm.

They will be being carefully monitored and
managed accordingly …… wont they ? It’s
All this despite the air temperatures during everybody else’s hives and ALL those feral
these past few weeks not being the best for nests that will be issuing swarms to darken the
swarms to be venturing out from their cosy, if skies and send the public running to the phone.
perhaps crowded homes.
On the positive side, the swarming season
So with the weather now being forecast to take presents the opportunity for the Swarm
on a decidedly warmer feel for May, expect a Collectors to engage with usually curious and
possible explosion of pent-up swarming sometimes petrified public. The public hopefully
ambitions as many of those preparations that end up better informed about honey bees and

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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beekeeping, and RBKA, who equally hopefully
receives a modest donation for our troubles.

● Prepare a swarm box NOW
● Contact one of the team (near to you)
● Deliver the swarm box to that person

The other VERY positive outcome can be a
ready made colony for a beekeeper to take on. … and do also make sure you have a site in your
apiary ready to place the swarm box once you
BUT both these outcomes do depend upon the
have later collected it with bees installed.
Swarm Collector always having at least one
prepared Swarm Box provided by a member Check the Who’s Who listing for Swarm Team
that is readily to hand to take to where the members areas and contact phone numbers.
swarm is ‘waiting’ to be captured.
Read The Swarm Collection System post
If you are wanting, willing and able to receive Read the Preparing your Swarm Box post.
a swarm please do the following:-

Topical News
Bees can Speed Up Plant Evolution
Pollinator driven diversification is thought to be
a major source of floral variation in plants.
Swiss researchers have found that plants
evolve differently depending on the insect that
is pollinating them.
Their studies using a type of cabbage species
called field mustard, a close relative of oilseed
rape, showed that when pollinated by
bumblebees, the plants grew three inches
taller than when pollinated by hoverflies, and Flies are not as effective at pollination and so
plants that attract flies will self-pollinate more
in just three generations.
often, slowing down the emergence of new
The plants also flowered a day earlier and had traits in the plants.
double the fragrance and, when subjected to
ultraviolet light reflection they had more The studies also showed that plants pollinated
by hoverflies became shorter and had reduced
colours that bees can see.
emission of some floral volatiles. In other
“The traditional assumption is that evolution is words they smelt less sweet.
a slow process,” said Professor Florian
Schiestl. “But a change in the composition of So pollination by bees may also preferentially
pollinator insects can trigger a rapid encourage plants that smell sweeter. Bees help
flowers smell ‘as sweet as honey’ say the
evolutionary transformation in plants.”
scientists.
The change happens because insects differ in
their preference for plants. Bees like taller, To read the full article about this and other
more fragrant plants, so will seek out and fascinating research click this link
pollinate those more often than shorter, https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms14691
unfragranced varieties, causing the bigger,
courtesy of The Daily Telegraph, and based on
stronger scented plants to thrive.
research published in Nature Communications

Did you know ?
The amazing development of a bee during the early days in its cell.

Bee Facts

Click this link for a fascination talk and see insights into the first 21 days in the life of a bee.
Some basic information during the talk but also some amazing video of bees developing in
their cell is shown during the middle of the lecture.
https://www.ted.com/talks/anand_varma_a_thrilling_look_at_the_first_21_days_of_a_bee_s_life
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photograph - irishtimes.com

Beekeeping Problems and a Few Basic Rules
Most beekeeping ‘problems’ can usually be
overcome with some careful thought and the
consideration of some basic ‘rules’ - although
we are talking about beekeeping here and often
bees have their own rules and beekeepers have
many different opinions !!

edition for advice about marking and clipping
her so that at least she is easier to see in the
colony, and she is possibly less likely to be lost
.

Some Possible Rules to Consider

These apply to bee behaviour and illustrate
ways in which we can use their behaviour to
● Beekeepers are the biggest problem that achieve our own ends.
bees have. It is a fact that beekeepers cause
many of the problems that bees face. This Rule 1
can be on a global scale: eg. movement of Bees will normally return to their hive
diseases and pests across continents or providing that it is no more than one metre
importation of ‘better’ bees from foreign away from its original position. If it is further
climes. And on a more personal level: away they will usually not find it.
dropping the queen in the long grass or
Rule 2
chopping off all the queen cells. The solution
If you shake or remove every bee in the hive,
here is to think before you do anything and
the queen must be amongst them.
never panic.
Some of the Problems

● Varroa is paramount. If you don’t control the
number of mites in your hives, by chemical
or non-chemical means, everything else is
academic, as your bees will almost certainly
die or, at the very least, struggle.

Rule 3
Young worker bees will usually move to cover
brood if they are able to. Although they may
be attracted to the queen, brood is far more
attractive.

● Unmated, and even newly mated, queens Rule 4
are very lively, flighty creatures and can Smoke will drive bees. We often just think of
smoke as a means of calming bees and
easily be lost.
keeping them under control, but it can also be
● If there is one free queen (mated or used to move them from place to place.
unmated) and one sealed mature queen cell Sometimes quite a large amount of smoke
in a hive, the colony can swarm (and most may be needed to accomplish this however.
likely will.)
Many of the common problems associated with These four basic rules can be applied and used
beekeeping revolve around the queen, so see in a variety of beekeeping situations to help
last months edition of
for advice about understand and solve some of the problems.
adapted from and courtesy of Celia Davis,
how to find your queen and page 7 of this

Library News
IMPORTANT - RBKA Library Notice
Our librarian ask all members to please return after a reasonable
period all books that they have borrowed from the library so that
other members may use these books.
There a number of books that have now been on loan for a long time.
Click here to see a list of the physical books in our library.

website

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !
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